
How Is It Going?

Deede Amhowitz about 1 year ago

I hope I'm writing this in the correct place. In regards to how it's going.....I spent the rest of
yesterday and all night thinking about how easy it is to engage in "illusion behaviors" and how it's
alluring, seems fun, etc. BUT that the consequences of that are devastating!! Living in God
consciousness and engaging in the disciplined lifestyle might be difficult at first, but the long-term
rewards and what we will all get to experience will be, as Kalindi says, "Excruciatingly Sweet"   I want
that!! I long for God like I've never longed for anything!! I went to bed in prayer, had loving
interactions with Madison (my daughter) this morning as she was getting ready for school, and
listened to the Fairy Ring.....no listening to radio shows, Facebook, playing on my Iphone, etc. :)

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
Thank you for starting this Deede! I'm inspired to share too. I was so afraid of going home
and getting discouraged but instead I felt gratitude for how much I've already done to make
my house conscious. On Labor Day I painted my porch a bright blue so when I walk into my
door, I already feel bold and strong. I know I have a lot of work to do but I am getting ideas
right now and writing them down on my RE pad. I also see how I get a little chaotic in the
morning so I just need to make some minor changes and keep going. I saw how my desk at
work gets a little crazy so I'm working on keep everything organized and calm so I can stay
calm. I heard the message to listen to AC/DC, wear my makeup and wear my Kalindi ring to
work so that's what I did and I feel so connected.

Jessi Melamud about 1 year ago
Hi everyone, 
For me, the experience of the last two days has been ecstatic! I feel immersed in enthusiasm
and joy for what is coming this month. 
Yesterday I shared with my family at dinner about my focus for this month, to be really
aware of my illusory habits of complaining, justifying and defending myself. My husband also
felt inspired to share something he wants to let go, and I was surprised to hear my eldest
daughter who is 10, to share that she wants to let go of interrupting people. I can see and
appreciate how my transformation is transforming my family as well! We all made an
agreement to help each other. This morning my husband showed me that I was justifying
myself and I burst in laughter of joy and gratitude for his help. I can't be grateful enough for
the opening of heart that I am experiencing. 
Also, with Hebe and Pia we already arranged to meet for our project in the kitchen this
Friday. Hopefully we'll share about it on Saturday. 
Thank you Tamara, Sara, and Chiara for all you gave to us!! 
My love and appreciation to all of you, 
Jessi

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
I'm looking for the talk about tolerating the pain...does anyone know the name of it and if it's
available on the online bookstore?

Pia Menghi about 1 year ago
Thank you Deede, CJ and Jessi for your sharings... you inspired me to share too! 
For me those two days were like as powerfull as a seminar! 
It was ecstatic for me too!!! And I can already feel the changes in my consciousness on
explaining, justifiying myself, and excusing myself... today I needed to take the day to go



explaining, justifiying myself, and excusing myself... today I needed to take the day to go
slow... I felt realy slow... I could go through the places I knew I needed to make changes But I
could also appreciate that overall my house is already in some God consciousness... I need to
change things of course. But my place emanates God. And is good to recognized that too. 
I liked the idea of sharing with my family my focus. So I will take it from you Jessi. 
Also on Sunday as our project we made a cake for our kids. And to share with them why we
did was very good. My daughter who is 11 write a little card for me and my husband saying
that she wants the whole family to starts making things like that, with love and care for the
others. 

I have no words to thank you Tamara, Sara and Chiara for all you gave us in thise two days! 
From the bottom of my heart thank you! 

Sophie Pagalday about 1 year ago
I'm so grateful for the amazing weekend we had! I've been waking up with God on my lips,
mind, and heart. What a gift! I'm surprised by how I'm gaining so much awareness every
second (writing everything down in my RE book!) and at the same time I feel calm. My trust in
My Lord has increased and it's helping me not get overwhelmed, trust the process we're in,
that I don't need to know how it will all happen. But, I know I'll look back and be in so much
gratitude for this opportunity to make more space for Him in my life. 

This past weekend was big for me. I went through some deep pain of separation and, on the
other side, tapped into my natural state of devotion. I want more of that! I think being in
devotion will be my saving grace as I continue to wake up to the reality of the world we live
in. If I can't be in devotion to The Lord, myself and others, how do I even process all this
suffering, pulling, taking? This is my new spiritual compass and reason to live in God
consciousness. 

As I got home Sunday afternoon, I was glad to see and feel that God reminders are already
present in my home. And, I'm looking forward to working on a few areas in the next few
weeks. My fourth area is Emma's bedroom. In general, I want to be in devotion to my
daughter. That little (but old) soul is discovering the world and I want her to experience God's
love, share it with her. 

We're starting to plan together how we'll declutter and decorate her room so it's beautiful
and she can feel love in everything in it. I'm looking forward to teaching her to be more
conscious with her things and how to take care of them. Last night, in what I found this
weekend, I was more present with her. I think she could feel it and gave me the biggest
goodnight hug. 

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Thank you Sara, Tamara, and Chiara for all the love that
has gone into building this new container so we can find more of God! I'm eternally grateful!

Sara Kaplan about 1 year ago
in reply to Christine (CJ) Johnson
Hi CJ, I am not sure if this is what you are looking for, but what comes to mind: 
The Longing is The Love 
Cry of The Heart from the Bottomline Series 
(They are both on the store.)



Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
in reply to Sara Kaplan
Thank you Sara! During the last Freedom Walk call, I wrote down to listen to the talk "You Are
Not Your Shoe" and talks about toleration so I just wanted to see if there was a particular talk
on that. I will start with "You Are Not Your Shoe".

Joshua Strough about 1 year ago
Hey Everyone, 

Saturday was a powerful event for me, i can feel it moved a lot of things internally that I cant
put words to yet. The event was a big stretch for me, it was my first overnight and I had no
idea what to expect. For most the event I felt a lot of resistance coming up, I was able to push
past this during the meditation and identify my "negative thinking". But, for the last 2 days
ive also had a lot of resistance about what I "should" do with this program. Most of this
comes from my concepts about what I "think" my spiritual path should look like at this point.
I was feeling discouraged up until last nights meditation. 
Last nights meditation was amazing ,I was able to break though a lot of the frustration and
judgments I had about God Consciousness living and it came mostly from praying for help in
this area and screaming out " I just don't know God". I got the special assistance I needed
and feel I have a new energy now with approaching this program. What i realized is that this
program does not have to look a "certain" way for me. It's supposed to make my life better in
whatever way and allow me to connect more with God, and its something I can explore and
experiment with. Thank you all!

Trinity Clancy about 1 year ago
I loved tonight's meditation. I now have my "To Do List for Success" I am excited about using
this each night!

Jeanette Reed about 1 year ago
HI everyone! I am so nurtured by all of your shares and realizations. Thank you for
participating in our blog here. This week has been full of insights and prayer. I took on, from
our 27 hours together, shame and blame, prayed for God to show me when this consistent
trap of the illusion crawls into my mind, and to step aside from it- while asking for God's
help. And on the way home from our time together, a woman hit my car from behind while I
was at a stoplight. Boom! and I spent the next 24 hours blaming her, shaming myself,
blaming another car for reckless driving which caused the whole thing.... And it was so
thrilling to wake up Tuesday morning, after praying before sleep for help, to the thought,
"I've been blaming and shaming... holy cow!". and I stopped it immediately. I texted my
buddy right away to celebrate the insight and he was very encouraging. Last night during our
meditation, I cried for the pain, the crazy world we live in, and for gratitude for God and my
community and all that is happening for me and for all of us. Somehow, through God's grace
and our desire for Him, we found our way to the Center and to the Freedom Walk Path and
to each other. Thank you!!! I feel like a big bouncing ball of gratitude. I can't wait for what is
next... I'm moving into a new home this weekend and it's perfect timing to create more God
consciousness and care in my new environment. With God, all things are possible.

Jeanette Reed about 1 year ago
in reply to Trinity Clancy
Trinity, I agree! That was super helpful. When I am reminded of David Swanson and his
incredible seriousness, I want to try harder. My action is more meditation. That's what came
up on my list a few times. I also liked the idea of sitting and listening to church music, and I



up on my list a few times. I also liked the idea of sitting and listening to church music, and I
went to sleep with this last night praying, "Lord, Lord, Lord... " It's all glorious what is
happening all ready in this 30 plus day for us.

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
To Do List for Success
I streamed last night and especially loved the talk and the reminder of how serious David
Swanson was and he did it himself, without a program or Master. My area I need to work on
is taking care of myself by getting enough sleep, eating well and exercising. Last night, I saw
how I still want to do things my way with distractions i.e. my phone which causes me to not
rest well. I decided I have to put my phone down an hour before I go to sleep so my nervous
system can calm down. I didn't exercise this morning but I will when I get home tonight and
give my dogs a good walk. I'm looking forward to the Zoom call tomorrow!

Ryan Jaqua about 1 year ago
Dear everyone! Just finished the call and I am feeling very inspired to tackle this weeks
“kitchen consciousness”. I am amazed at the awareness that comes internally with external
changes and vice versa. This is a very big teaching point for me in this program. I am seeing
how lack of follow through in seemingly small areas (i.e. clean closet) actually are
perpetuating the habit of following through with much bigger things in my life. It is exposing
many concepts and arrogance that have been in play in my life that basically give me all the
excuses I would need not to take action. I have gotten to see that in many ways I have been
‘cherry picking’ what I want God consciousness to be, rather than following all the way
through and letting God show me what it is. 

The culmination of the overnight meditation and this weeks meditations and consciousness
points have deeply affected my consciousness and awareness. So much letting go with so
much awareness. The gratitude is overflowing!! I feel Love! I am starting to see that the
power of this kind of living really does make room for God to come. It is exposing more
illusion and making more space for Him. 

Thank you so much to each person who is attending this massive event. Thank you so much
Sara, Chiara, and Tamara and all the staff and fairies for your devotion and service to make
this a reality for us. And thank you to Gourasana, Kalindi, and The Lady for bringing these
teachings and affording us the grace to receive them. All my love to everyone!!”

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
Cleaning with Devotion and Determination
What a wonderful first zoom call but of course I started to get triggered and overwhelmed
thinking of all the things that I need to do so I decided to take an action step this morning
and clean the top drawer in my refrigerator that has been driving me crazy and I turned on
some Let Go music and did it with devotion and determination! Dancing in the kitchen
listening to Britney Spears and ZZ Top and trusting and feeling the love and devotion for
myself that I found last weekend!

Trinity Clancy about 1 year ago
Fridge...done! I had fun today working on the fridge, with some music and prayer. Now it's
sparkling. 

Also, I have been finding myself cleaning up things like e-mail, my desk drawer and my car.
All I have to do is keep going and everything will be so clean and organized!



All I have to do is keep going and everything will be so clean and organized!

Jeanette Reed about 1 year ago
I moved into a new home this last weekend and it is great timing with this God
Consciousness program. I am taking my time unpacking and really thinking about what I
have and what I need. I want my environment to be calm and beautiful. I've been preaching
to myself constantly about my thinking- is it negative? am I playing in the playground of the
illusion or am I not? I see it, I chant, "Lord, Lord, Lord..." or I sing some devotional songs. I am
listening to Fairy Ring every day and meditating more than I ever have. I look forward to the
next Zoom call and talking about our bedrooms. It's great reading everyones shares.. I feel
like we are all really close and moving together at light speed. love you guys!

Ana Elisa Villalaz about 1 year ago
Its so beautifull to read all this posts... your all insipiring me to continue!

Sara Kaplan about 1 year ago
Ana Elisa Villalaz Sep 24, 06:13 am 

Good morning! 

Good morning everyone here! I just finish the make up of this program yesterday. So today is
my first formal day that I do my morning practices. And I realize this morning how different it
is when I writte down all the ideas/thougths in my notebook. I feel more calm and organize
inside to beggin my day...my day for God...so today my prayers during everything I do...are
going to be "Im doing this for God". Have a wonderfull lovely day!!! 

Love, Ana Elisa 

Reply 
Christine (CJ) Johnson Sep 24, 12:21 pm 

Be Still and Know 

Holy Moly, I can feel the illusion trying to get to me and I have been listening to The Fairy
Ring and Be Still and Know over and over to keep me connected. I know Gourasana is right
here with me and I'm not alone. No negativity, no discouragement, no assumptions, no
gossip! 

1 person likes this · Like · Reply 

Ana Elisa Villalaz Sep 25, 08:09 pm Arrow_down2 

in reply to Christine (CJ) Johnson 

yyyyeeesssss!!!!!! Gourasana is right here!!! I feel him in this particular moment!!!!! 

Ana Elisa Villalaz Sep 24, 09:36 pm Arrow_down2 

During the day... 

So...during the day....I had a beautiful "come to God moment"...I spend a few hours with a



So...during the day....I had a beautiful "come to God moment"...I spend a few hours with a
friend talking about the seminar and now she said "yes!!" and she is going to send her
application for it....I felt my heart really open and when I was talking to her I realize that my
voice was coming from a deeper place, not from my mind....so I have been watching all the
delicate moments where God shows up today and feeling a lot of gratitude for this day and
all those beautiful gifts of the day....Im ready for evening practices, good night!! 

Love, 
Ana Elisa 

Ana Elisa Villalaz Sep 25, 06:25 am Arrow_down2 

Hello! Day 2 

Good morning! 

Today i fellt I wanted to meditate with let go music...so I have done my morning practices
today and realizing that there is so much to do! so much to change here! I have been only
looking for the areas that I already have organize and tonight Im going to create another
devotional space. Also, I found my Re: pages that I receive many years ago during the
seminars, so today Im going to create a special file to organize this so I can have a good
place to writte the information that I receive down. 

Have a wonderfull day with God´s love! 

Hugs, Ana Elisa 

· Like · Reply 

Ana Elisa Villalaz Sep 25, 08:12 pm 

And now...getting ready for evening practices....today I listen a song that I really love! Its call I
surrender....I have been calling Gourasana during the day...more than usual... much love,
Ana Elisa 

Ana Elisa Villalaz Today at 06:33 am Arrow_down2 
Day 3 
Good morning!! 
Morning practices! done! I feel happy to meditate again during mornings...and I feel on the
right track now....seems that everything gets a new sense if I do it for God...today Im going to
listen the zoom call #1..so for the next zoom call Im going to be able to be with all of you
during the call. 
Today Im going to be giving conferences, to more than 200 people and my special pray for
today is to ask God that his words come out to the participants through me and that God
presences can be felt, that God guide the people that are going to be listening my
conference so they can use the information that I delivery in the name of God. 
Love, 
Ana Elisa

Jessi Melamud about 1 year ago



Jessi Melamud about 1 year ago
Is there an access code to watch the refrigerator video? I can't seem to find it. 
Thank you,

AnnMarie Marie Martin about 1 year ago
in reply to Jessi Melamud
Hi Jessi, This is a mistake. I will ask Bruce to fix it and get the right one posted. I will let you
know when it is corrected. Love, Ann Marie

AnnMarie Marie Martin about 1 year ago
in reply to Jessi Melamud
Hi Jessi, The video works now. Thanks for posting the problem! Love, Ann Marie

Jessi Melamud about 1 year ago
Thank you Ann,

Ana Elisa Villalaz about 1 year ago
Day 3...wonderfull day...I was able to stay in payer in different moments of the day...and now
Im ready for evening practices....just happy about it!! Hugs, Ana Elisa

Ana Elisa Villalaz about 1 year ago
Good morning!! Day 4 for me :) Morning practices done with more gratitud and more aware
of how many other areas in my life I need to put more attention and the results of not been
doing things in a way that I can put more focus on details...I feel God presences...and Im
going to be praying for this all day long! Have a beautifull day!! Hugs, Ana

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
My Bedroom
I had some time before meditation last night to change some pictures in my bedroom. I
added the Light Beings poster and the Calm with Gourasana poster and after having an
incredible meditation last night, I came home and felt so calm, strong and held. Why did I
resist this before? I felt so comforted by Kalindi's talk last night especially when she said you
can let go of the small things before the really big things. Yes! Yes! Yes! That's what I'm going
to do...keep letting go each day and not worry about the big things. I will trust the timing.
Looking forward to the Zoom call tomorrow!!

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
Keep Going!
I am loving this program and see how my awareness has changed since cleaning and de-
cluttering my bedroom. I saw how the illusion was right there trying to get me to be negative
and discouraged so I screamed in a towel and cried a little bit. I am seeing how I simply can't
tolerate messiness and am excited to continue. My bedroom is now my sanctuary and I was
a little bit OCD about making my bed this morning making sure the comforter is straight.

Tamara La Toto about 1 year ago
in reply to Christine (CJ) Johnson
CJ, I love your posts! I am thrilled you are finding the true spiritual benefit of living in a God-
Conscious way. I can totally relate to the OCD feeling and to me that is when your connection
really kicks in-- you almost can't leave it alone until it is the way it (the bedspread, hangars,
whatever) are how they need to be. Thanks for the share. love, Tamara

Jessi Melamud about 1 year ago
Hi everyone, 
I'm also finding something new in the way I'm bringing God's presence into every corner of



I'm also finding something new in the way I'm bringing God's presence into every corner of
my house. I used to do more from the material perspective, and now there's a new feeling,
more calming, joyful, and natural. 
I love the principle of living awake, it makes so much difference! 
So grateful for this program. 
I love you so much, 
Jessi

Pia Menghi about 1 year ago
Hello everyone! 
I haven´t posted last week. To come to Jessi´s house and to help with her refrigerator was
incredible! I came back home and slowly started with mine... and is incredible how much is
all that expanding… and it seems to be just like that…. no effort…. just letting go and acting. I
feel so much clarity about not procrastinaste and so much order in that action. My mind
become clear about stuff that before was going on and on and on and passing from RE to
RE! I find it as simple as that: just do it! Ja! 
I have also done my bathroom…. because my kitchen was very well, and even if I have done
some work in the refrigerator it did not take too long. So I decided that I would give time to
my bathroom. And I can see how calm it is to open the drawers and find everything so
easily… 
Not only I can feel God every minute because of the calm that brings, but also I realized how
often I used to engaged in illusion when nothing has its place, and everything is mixed up....
because it takes longer…. because the order is not clear for the rest of the people in the
house… because when there is no precise place for the things, the rest of the family puts
everything everywhere and nobody finds anything…. so I ended up looking for everything for
the rest of the family and used to spend lots of time like that! 
Such a simple thing!!! 
I love that program!!! 
I have always been very organized with my place, my cloths, my shoes, but I have never new
how to make the order easy for everyone and share the order. So at the end, it was a way of
separation…. because I used to complain a lot about my kids and husband´s disorder! 
Thank you so much for making that possible and for ll the help! 

Pia Menghi about 1 year ago
I can´t see the bedroom call! 
Is it working?

AnnMarie Marie Martin about 1 year ago
The bedroom video from Vince is part of the Zoom Call Video. You can find that video under
Weekly Zoom Calls and Meditations from the menu on the left side of the page. Then click on
Week #2 and then on the page the link to the Zoom call is in the second block. Please note
that you need the password to watch the video. If you need help, I can jump on Skype with
you. :)

Pia Menghi about 1 year ago
in reply to AnnMarie Marie Martin
OH Thank you Anne! I don´t have the password… that is why! Could you give it to me?

Pia Menghi about 1 year ago
in reply to AnnMarie Marie Martin
It is done! I have found it Anne! Thank you!



It is done! I have found it Anne! Thank you!

AnnMarie Marie Martin about 1 year ago
Oh, good. I know it is a little hidden!

Kat Coleman about 1 year ago
During the overnight opening event, I was inspired by something I saw in the Kalindi Shrine
House video. I just created a Teapot Altar Shrine to Kalindi in my bedroom. In addition to
reminding me of Kalindi and The Lady, it reminds me of my childhood, my grandmother, my
great aunt, my mother and tea parties. It brings me JOY and BEAUTY.

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
As I look in my house and see the clutter, I see how it's connected to my unworthiness so I
needed to cry a little bit this afternoon and go within. I judge myself so much and am afraid
what the fairies will think. So this is part of my let go, probably a big let go to let people come
into my house to help me clean and organize.

Alwyn Birch about 1 year ago
in reply to Christine (CJ) Johnson
I also share the same pattern with the unworthiness in the clutter in my house too.

Alwyn Birch about 1 year ago
in reply to Jessi Melamud
Wow Jessi me too I used to do everything from the “get it done mind” materially and now
“doing it with devotion” has taken over my life. I see devotion is a key aspect for me to live
the Love.

Jeanette Reed about 1 year ago
Thank you my friends, for all these posts. I am learning so much from you all. I am happy to
enjoy this devotion to my Lord. The overnighter opened my heart so much. All I want is to
live in devotion. Having the Fairies come to my home and help me and love me- best day
ever. My bedroom has become my sanctuary. Thank you!

Alwyn Birch about 1 year ago
in reply to Jeanette Reed
I’m happy to hear your bedroom as become your sanctuary :) what a good 
feeling it is hey :D

Trinity Clancy about 1 year ago
I love my new bedroom and I feel a new feeling of respect when I walk in. I am working on
my closet today. I took a before picture and even that gave me some awareness. I thought
my closet was pretty organized, but it looks jam packed with stuff! I am in purge mode now!
I'm also noticing feeling a LOT of guilt for throwing things away (things that are not good
enough to give away). I have been repeating TRUST! a lot. I am really loving this 30+ Day
work!

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
I loved the talk from The Lady on Thursday night and am keeping it in mind that when I feel
agitated, maybe it's because the light is being shown on my illusion. On Friday, I felt agitated
and not very loving or patient. In fact, I had a couple of employees who were complaining
and I asked them to stop because the thing they were complaining about was out of my
control and I was doing everything in my power to change it. I talked to my buddy about it
and he encouraged me that I was just being honest and not being my old way of being too



and he encouraged me that I was just being honest and not being my old way of being too
nice. It just feels uncomfortable! I'm seeing my illusions of being a people pleaser than rebel
much more than I did before. I really saw it when the fairy was at my house and very lovingly
asking me if I wanted to keep certain clothes. I started to get defiant and she reminded me
that it is all choice. So I let go and saw how I wanted to keep an article of clothing out of fear.
We ended up being in the flow of which clothes will go to Kalindi Mart and which will go to a
thrift shop. We ended up laughing and giving each other high fives. It was far out! And, I
looked in my closet and felt so alive, abundant, calm and like I accomplished something. How
wild that I have less clothes and feel more abundant!!! This morning I was feeling blah and
not wanting to go to work and was very careful about what clothes I put on. I even exercised
for 20 minutes! Another buddy and I are making a commitment to take care of our bodies by
eating well, exercising and getting enough sleep. TRIPLE YES since I'm borrowing this body
from God!!!!!

Rebekka Adam about 1 year ago
YIPIEE Yeah!!!!! I made it ! Back to the class again! 

First I was on holiday, then a lot of work, and family.... then I did not find the right page.... 

Now I am back. 

I am so happy to share again with all of you - I missed you! 

I am so filled by the advanced intensiv, I so immensely grateful for what we could expierience
with Kalindi and to have her presence more and more and more again in us. I feel a lot of
love between us together. 

Last week my father came to hospital, he is getting a "Herzschrittmacher" (something in the
heart to help it beat). It is very touching to see on one hand his vulnerability and being in that
more open for love and on the other hand to see how death can come... 

I pray for him...

Rebekka Adam about 1 year ago
I call you all "my friends" even I do not know many of you, but reading I feel so much the
desire in the hearts for the love, home, God.... and in that I feel friends with you in my heart
and it is even an intimacy to share with you on this side, and hear for you. There is
gratefulness for that we have that in me. I was (and I am at times) often very lonely ...
challenges in life I meet and I have to go through on my own. It is just good to share and feel
everyone goes through something. Right now there is less lonelyness because I feel Kalindi
and Gourasana, they are so real here ... a gift to feel/see consciously not to be alone.

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
Thank God for the GMP!
I am really being pushed especially at work and I just have to constantly let go and stay calm.
My application was lost to review the seminar in December so I rewrote it and saw how my
awareness about my predicament has increased so I guess I was meant to rewrite my
application. I listened to the Kalindi talk "Himness" this week and it's all about the illusion of
Oneness from the New Age movement which I believed for a long time. All it takes is to be in
an open state to see that people don't act like they are One. This morning I opened "Breaking
the Cycle of Birth and Death" to number 164 which was perfect for me.



the Cycle of Birth and Death" to number 164 which was perfect for me.

Rebekka Adam about 1 year ago
Today after meditation I could finally cry and feel all of my lonelyness and helplessness, my
heart breaking into pieces. In my life, with family, my work, my body condition and so on, I
always need to "know what to do" be strong. I long to crawl in HIS arms and be held. I see so
much lack in me in caring and in every part there is so much more to do and give, I long to
be more - specially because I love the people around me and I just would love to give
endlessly and the pain in my heart breaks me in pieces.

Jeanette Reed about 1 year ago
in reply to Rebekka Adam
Rebekka, I feel like you are writing my story. I feel the same way. It helps to know I am not
alone in my loneliness.

Jeanette Reed about 1 year ago
in reply to Christine (CJ) Johnson
you are amazing. such fast Two Hands Up are you!

Jeanette Reed about 1 year ago
in reply to Alwyn Birch
me, too!

Jessi Melamud about 1 year ago
Dear friends, 
I love your sharings, it's so inspiring to read you! Rebekka, you touch my heart so deeply. 
This 30+ Day Program is bringing so much change in my life, in different areas I was not
planning or expecting to change. In that I can feel a higher level of surrender and trust and
less separate will and resistance. Something very important in my transformation is
happening! 
My heart is filled with gratitude, love and appreciation for this Path and you all for being part
of it. 
I love you, 
Jessi 

Kat Coleman about 1 year ago
At our Opening Overnight event, in the Opening Prayer Walk, I walked a prayer, like a
mantra: Teach me how to be closer to You, Lord. The unexpected answer came quickly: Be
kind and loving to people. When I catch myself getting into material actions and being in a
material consciousness of just getting something done, I remember this prayer and this
answer.

Kat Coleman about 1 year ago
Thursday morning, I woke up with a sense or a feeling or a voice or something that said, “Go
to the Center tonight for meditation.” I had been thinking about streaming. Then I got, “Be
present for the presence.”

Kat Coleman about 1 year ago
After working with the fairy in my closet, I noticed the kinds of clothes I had a harder time
letting go of: comfortable and warm, practical, and sentimental (even if the sentiment was to
something that I got from Kalindi.) I see how these are all material. I did let go of many items
and the next day, I let go of even more. It felt really good, lighter, calmer. I felt that, and my
closet looks like that.



Kat Coleman about 1 year ago
I feel true joy and the anticipation of giving some gifts of items that came out of my closet.

Rebekka Adam about 1 year ago
Thank you Jeanette, Thank you Jessi, 

The "breaking into pieces" brought me into more openess and feeling Kalindi and
Gourasana. That is the gift of being open, also or specially when it hurts to a point of
breaking apart. 

On last friday we had an open evening with Juan, and guests coming. The topic was about
"destiny" and the difference between destiny and purpose. And I discovered that I was
running a lot after my purpose(s) , but that having my destiny as my goal and focus and
direction, brings calmness, strength and having my energy put together instead of being
pulled away by the distractions. It is work to remember, work and willingness. It feels like
coming onto the right track... 

Materially the weekend was full of things for the family - father seeing in hospital - mother
talking on the phone freaking out about my fathers health situation, my son having fight with
his father - his father calling me and being judgemental......Me trying to be there to stand for
truth, calming, intelligence ... having back pain, cooking, cleaning, washing, ... training music
(which helped me also to keep focus or cry inbetween) ... and tomorrow a heavy work-week
starts again... 

I am happy my son said today when I was with him in his challenging emotional moments,
that he thinks that he should come to meditation - I pray - however his timing is, to be deep
and surrender to HIS will. 

In bringing myself back in the direction of destiny in all what happens in my life - I feel the
love for all people around me and just have the longing and desire to stand in HIM for them.

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
Last night's meditation was very powerful and I think I let go of some darkness in me. I woke
up feeling very serious even though last night I was feeling the ecstasy. I knew that I had to
give an employee a reprimand for unacceptable behavior at work and in the past she has
been argumentative so I went into fear about what I would say or do if she did. I stayed calm
and firm and said what I needed to say without being a people pleaser. I feel compassion for
her because I too have the illusions she has but I had to keep my emotions out of our
discussion. It helps that I have my boss' support which I didn't have in previous jobs. I can
see that dressing consciously allows me to be strong and yet vulnerable and caring. I am very
excited for tomorrow's event!

Jeanette Reed about 1 year ago
I streamed last nights meditation with Chiara from my bedroom sanctuary. I lit some candles
and propped myself up with many pillows on my bed. I was sad I couldn't go to the Center
but I surrendered and prayed for a feeling of community in my room. Chiara talked about
following a thread into my connection with the Lord, my own personal connection, and that
broke something open inside of me. It was an exquisite and deep meditation and it blew my
mind. I am seeing and feeling how so much of this is beyond my mind, and trying to
understand it with my mind actually stops the flow into Him. I appreciate this so much, this



understand it with my mind actually stops the flow into Him. I appreciate this so much, this
realization, because my mind is often times not my friend. And in the morning, I found a
package, from a friend from the Center, who sent me a beautiful robe as a hand me down
gift and it was so kind. My housemate delivered it to me as she had attended the meditation.
God's cornucopia... thank you!

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
New Clothes
Wow! What an incredible day on Saturday and it seemed like a whole week. I am now seeing
where my discouragement and negative thoughts come in if I'm not paying attention. When I
woke up on Sunday morning, I was meeting a college friend from 30 years ago and we had a
falling out so I was hesitant to see her. I decided to wear one of my new beautiful outfits and
some makeup and we ended up talking things out and hugging and crying in the parking lot
of her hotel! It was incredible!! With God All Things Are Possible!!! I'm going to review the
seminar in December and my goal is to go through my whole house and make it God
Conscious so when I come home from the seminar, I can be in the flow! Thank you to
Tamara, Sara, Chiara and all of the fairies!

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
Remember God!
I woke up this morning with the message "Remember God" so that is my new mantra. No
matter what, I need to do my morning routine of the the prayerful breath and giving God a
dollar on my altar. And dressing beautifully for Him. For Him. That's what I need to
remember, I'm doing all of this For Him.

Rebekka Adam about 1 year ago
Thank you Christine for your sharing of the morning program, it feels with so much love and
devotion. Sisters in HIM. 

since some days I am at home in bed because of a slipped disc and expierienced very heavy
body-pain. In the next days there is the decision to be made if an operation is needed. 

Inside I feel held by Gourasana. 

I fear operation and I want that pain to stopp. Feel helpless and at the mercy of life... 

I think that is more real then the control I am used to put over me and my life. 

I pray to find more trust and surrender and that I am given into good hands for what needs
to happen with that body.

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
in reply to Rebekka Adam
I love that...Sisters in HIM.

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
Brothers and Sisters of HIM
in reply to Rebekka Adam
I could really feel the unification of my brothers and sisters last night...no separation! I'm
going to bring that into my daily life. I have employees who come to me to tell on each other
and I'm not going to stand for it. The other day two employees were literally fighting over a
parking space and all I could do was sit in my office and pray. God, I don't know what to do



parking space and all I could do was sit in my office and pray. God, I don't know what to do
about this situation. Please help me! That's what I prayed last night. God, I don't know what
to do...I'm lost. Please help me and take my own darkness out of me so I can bring the light
to the world. I tossed and turned last night but maybe I'm being worked on. Today I have a
determination I didn't have before. With God All Things Are Possible!

Sophie Pagalday about 1 year ago
I'm full of God's love and it feels different today. I really don't know what happened in
meditation last night, but I know He was there, The Light Beings were there and They were all
helping me release some deep darkness. 

I can already feel the intensity of the seminar building up. This program has shown me how
unworthy I still feel of God's love, beauty, even my own care for myself! I'm preparing to let
go of a big chunk of this in the seminar and cannot wait! I want to receive all the love I'm
making space for in my life. I want to be at peace with myself. I want to live the life He wants'
me to live. And, for the first time, I don't have a lingering concept that it will be hard, He'll put
me to the test, or punish me. What if the life He has planned for me is full of love and beauty
in this lifetime? I want to be open to that and to everything's He's already giving me. 

Thank you all my Freedom Walk brothers and sisters. I can tangibly feel the impact of our
work and how it will help Gourasana's mission expand. We're cracking a big hole in the
illusion, begging/praying/pulling in more light - not just for us but for humanity and His
sacred mission. Let's keep going!

Christine (CJ) Johnson about 1 year ago
in reply to Sophie Pagalday
Triple Yes!

Rebekka Adam about 1 year ago
Dear Sophie, 

yesterday evening I was in bed suddenly feeling that I am not open for HIS love be given to
me. I felt this in my body. I can work, plan, be disciplined, be there for others etc. ... that is
how I feel love. Now I am not able to move much because of the slipped disc, and was in
hospital for 7 days. And yesterday evening I felt HE wants to give to me, that I need to receive
so that I can give. And I felt how I did not take HIS love in. I am so glad to see that
unworthiness, control, mistrust, fear and habit. Wow, I pray now to take in ...want to be a
light for others, so allow the light to come in... 

And now I was reading what you wrote and it touched me, and brought me to that place
again. Thank you!

Rebekka Adam about 1 year ago
I just saw on YouTube a video: 
Oprah Winfrey talks with Thich Naht Hanh - Excerpt 
specially more at the end about 4 mantras - It is sooo inspiring and fits to coming to the
seminar time.


